
Description: Chemical pharmaceutical is the main industry of China pharmaceutical market, occupying a pivotal position in the pharmaceutical industry. With the improvement of the national economical development and residents' living standards, the chemical pharmaceutical market gradually expands and the position gradually improves in China. Seen from the industrial gross output value and growth rate, the proportion of industrial output value in GDP has kept increasing with a rapid growth since 2005. In the long run, because China chemical pharmaceutical industry is still in a relatively backward position, especially the R&D capacities of the original study medicine, in order to ensure medication needs of the broad masses of people and improve the international position of chemical pharmaceutical industry, it still gives strong support to the development of chemical pharmaceutical industry. On the other hand, the domestic demand for drugs still keeps increasing in China. With comprehensive consideration, the position of chemical pharmaceutical industry in the China national economy is expected to further enhance.

The chemical pharmaceutical industry has kept a high level and steady growth rate for recent 6 years, sales revenue of 2011 reaching CNY 715.516 billion and 23.40% growth rate, which is mainly influenced by the good economical development of China, rigid demand of an aging population, the introduction of a series of medical reform policy including increase in the proportion of health insurance reimbursement etc. In 2012, the sales revenue of chemical pharmaceutical was CNY 831.3 billion with 18.98% year-on-year growth.

In 2012, the chemical pharmaceutical industry still run high development trend basing on over 90% of production and marketing rate. It is predicted that this trend is hard to make immediate changes in short terms. It is predicted that the production capacity of the future chemical pharmaceutical industry will continuously enhance and the gross value of industrial output is expected to keep a higher growth. The production capacity of China pharmaceutical companies will also gradually enhance with the expansion of pharmaceutical market. Meanwhile, the chemical pharmaceutical industry face changes of development model and adjustments of industrial structure. For pharmaceutical companies, updating and restructuring is the only way to become bigger and stronger.

The implementation of the 12th- Five-Year plan of pharmaceutical industry points out the direction for the future development of chemical pharmaceutical industry. As the major industry of the emerging strategic development of the national economy in China, chemical pharmaceutical industry has more developing chances. Over the next 10 years, chemical pharmaceutical industry still face the development chances focusing on the drug price adjustment, structure adjustment, industry consolidation and restructuring and changes of development model. Supporting products, projects and enterprises which are in line with industry trends, will have good investment returns.
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